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O. Introduction 
In this paper we will constder two types of problems both concerning the 
recurslon theory of the continuous or countable functionals. 
One type of problem deals with the relationship between countable recursion 
and Kieene-computability. When Kleene [ 10] and Kreisel [11] first discovered the 
continuous functionals and Kleene showed that all computable functionals (using 
S1-$9 from [9]) are recursive, i.e.. have recursive associates, a natural question 
was if all recursive functionals are computable. Tait (unpublished) showed that 
this is not so, the fan-functional is recursive but not co~nputable. For a while it 
was a widesoread conjecture that every recui~ive functional is computable from 
the fan-functional, but this was disproved in Gandy-Hyland [~] where they 
produced a counterexample F of type 3 Now the conjecture that t 1ere is no way 
of generating the recursive functionals by S1-$9 from a finit set of such 
functionals was more plausible. In [14] this was verified for the recurswe functlon- 
als of all types. Theorem 8.3 verifies the conlecture within a fixed type ~3. All 
these results indicate that countable recurslon is much stronger than S1-sg- 
computability. 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.8 will indi,:ate how much stronger countable recursion is 
In Theorem 2 I we show that for each k there is a recursive functlonal R ~ of type 
k + 1 such that ant q~ E Ctlk) is uniformly computable in R k and any assotiate for 
~0. In Theorem 3.8 we show how partial countable recursion zan be reduced to 
Kleene-computations relative to certain recursive functionals. We use this to 
define countable recursion by monotone schemes, showing that partial countable 
recursion in a sense is inductive and that it can be presented as ~ computation 
theory. This throws |it,,ht on a problem in [3]. 
Another type of !~,roblem deals with the degree-structure of the cor.*tnuous 
functionals, both countable deglees and Kleene-degrees. On countable deg~,ec~ 
we only bring f'~rther certain observations on minimal coumable degrees, most of 
the results deal with the Kleene-degrees. It appears that the Kleene-degrees gibes 
a significant saturation of the Turmg-degrees We show that there are no minimal 
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singletons, pairs, triples etco in this degree-structure, in fact no set ~ff non-zero 
degrees bo~mded in type will have 0 as an infimum. 
We also define the higher type analogues of the r.e. degrees and show that this 
degree-structure is dense and with no minir~al pairs, triples etc. 
We have started the investigation of these degree-structures with th~ feeling 
that they are radically different from the corresponding elasstcal ones. There is not 
yet mathematical evidence to support any conjectm'e, but as all results so far 
indicate that the new structures are more saturated than the old ones, the 
following are reasonable problems. 
(a) Is the elementar¢ theory of the degrees of continuous functionals decidable? 
(b) Is the elementary theory of the continuous r.e. degrees decidable.'? 
Thts paper is divided in t~,, parts In Part A we will gi~'e ashort intrt~uction to 
the continuous functionals a- d then investigate problems of the first type, Part B 
will mainly be concerned v ith degrees. An exception is Theorem 8.3 and its 
~orollarles which concepto,Aly belongs to Part A but whose proof is based on 
techniques developed to deal with degrees. 
The paper is based on the introduction to the recurston theory of the continu- 
ous functionals, [15], which again is based on [10], Our definition of an associate 
~s the same as Kleene's. But our continuous functionals are only defined on 
continuous objects of lower type, not as in [10] also on discontinuous objects. 
We wdl assume that the reader is familiar with the definitions of an associate 
and of a continuous functional of pure finite type. We will also assume familiarity 
with St-S9-computations [9]. In Section 1 we will give a few concepts and results 
without proofs, the material is taken from [ 10] or [15]. 
Most results quoted in the text can be found in [15]. We will normally not give 
reference to [15] but to the original papers. 
While preparing thl~ paper I cnio~cd the hospitahty of the School of Mathema- 
tics at the University of Leeds with financial support from the University of Oslo. 
the Norwegian Council for Science and the Humanities (NAVF) and the British 
Science Research Council (SRC). 
I had several iUummating d~scussions with Stan Wainer on the subjects of the 
paper, and during a short visit to Cambridge 1had some inspiring discussions with 
Martin Hyland. 
I am also grateful to Mat tin Hyland for discussions on the various ways of 
presenting the proofs of Theolems 2 1 and LS, and for pointing out to me the 
true content of Theorem 3.16 m the preprint version 
PART A COMPUTATIONS AND RECI,~'~S1ONS 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section we will go through some bastc notation altd convenhons, and 
give some results on which the rest of the paper ts based. 
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We will let tr, r, ~r, ~ denote finite sequences of natural numbers and we wdl 
identify them with their sequen~ numbers. 
[, g, h, a,/3 and V will denote functions (from l~l to M), F and G will denote 
functionals of type 2 and ~, $, ~, ~, W and ,4 will denote continuous functionals of 
arbitraD types n, m, s, t, r, ,¢, y and i will denote natural numbers 
We let f (n )= ~(0) . . . . .  f (n -  i)). lhitr) denotes the length of the sequence. If 
n <lh(tr) we let tr(n) be the (n + 1)th element m the sequence. 6"(n) denotes 
(o'(0) . . . . .  t ro t -  1)) whenever this has meaning. 
Dffmltloa 1.1. (a) Con(k, (r, 8) will mean that there is a functional ~be Ct(k) (the 
continuous functionals of type k) with associates a and /3 and numbers s ,and t 
such ~hat ti(s) = tr,/~(t) = & 
(b) Con(k, tr) will mean Con(k, or, ~r). 
(c) If Con(k, tr) we let 
B~ = {~ c Ct(k). 3 tr ~ As(gl) 3t (or = t~(t))} 
where As(G) denotes the set of associates of ~/,. We write B~ for B~ 
Lemma 1.2. Con is primitive recurswe Moreover, zf Con(k, tr, ~) holds we can 
umfonnly find ~lh a and {3 as abot~e. They will be umformly primitive recurswe 
Lemma 1.3. {hdfonnly at k there zs a pnmitive recurswe sequence {~pk},~ which is 
dense in the standard topology Tk on Ct(k). 
Moreover the relanon " q~ ~ B~' zs pnni~nve recursive. 
Della-titian 1.4. Let k ~ 1 If {~/t,~},,~j i  a sequence from Ct(k) we call q~ E Ct(k) a 
,nodulus for {qs,,}.~r~ if 
V ~ ~ Ct (k  - 1 ~ V n, m >~ ~(~)(~,, (q~) = gt,,, (~v)). 
Lemma 1.5. {~.} .~ will be a convergent sequence m Ct(k) tf and only if ~t has a 
nuntulus m Ct(k). 
We have not found a reference for the next result, it belongs to the folklore. 
There is a proof in the unpublished [12] The proof is by mducuon on k and tt 
makes use of standard tricks involving modulus-functmnats. 
Lemlra t 1.6. Unifimnly computable in each ~veCt(k) there ~s a sequence {n,},~N 
and ci ~ECt(k )  ~uch that W=lim,_.~ q~,~, w~th modulus ~. 
tl~iiiiik 1.'/. The existence of {n~},~ is known from [10] but the construction of 
the modulus • c ~mputable in • ts not pubhshed anywhere. 
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Definition 1.8. (a) If k ~> 1 and ~ ~ Ct(k) we let the trace h~ of ~ be defined by 
lb) If k>~l let Hk ={h~; #~Ct(k)}. 
(We let I~l be the dense subset of 1~1 with the standard enumera';on.} 
Many of our results will be based on the following lemma from [16]. 
~'~ then there exists a recursive relation S Lemma L9. (a) k>~2. If A~_~] ~ is , k-l, 
such that; 
f~  A ~V ~ ~ Ct(k) 3n ~S(f(n),/~(n)), 
[¢ A ~ ::1 ~t, ~_ Ct(k) ((q) um~omdy computable in [) 
such that Vn S(f(n), ~(n)). 
(b) k >~ 1 If B c_~l ~ is II~ there exists a recursit~e r lation R such that 
fe  BC:~V ~b ~ Ct(k) 3n ~R( f (nL /~(n) ) .  
Remark 1.10. (a) The uniformity in the second implication of (a) means that 
there is an algorithm for computing ~q from [ such that Vn S(f(n), h,,(n)). If [¢ A 
the algorithm will give a total ~f, ff l ea  it will give :t partial ~kr. 
(b) In all results menuoned in this section we may replace S1-$9 by g -  
recursion, i.e., replace $9 by a scheme for ~-recursion. B:, a result in [1] 
w-recursion ~s strict!y weaker than Kleene-computability over the continuous 
functionals 
2. Computing a functional rom its associates 
For each k let ~ be the operator that maps an associate a for q~ ~ Ct(k) onto q~. 
Pk : As(k) --* Ct(k) is continuous on its domain, but not defined everywhere. For 
k = 1 ~ is the identity and 02 is known to be computable. In general p~ will not 
be computable. 
In this section we will construct a recursive R t in Ct (k+ 1) such that Pk is 
partially computable in R k. Theorem 2.1 will in fact be a corollary, of Theorem 
3.8 which is proved by the same method. We give a separate proof partly because 
Theorem 2.1 will have interest independent of Theorem 3.8, partly because we 
mtroduce tt,e method m a simpler prc~, in order to concentrate on the special 
,ticks in the proof of Theorem 3.8. 
Theorem 2.1. Let k ~ 3, There is a recursive functional R ~ c Ct(k + 1) such that pk 
is partially computable in R k. 
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Proof, As(k) is a H~_ ~-set. By Lemma 1.9(a) there is a recursive tree T such that 
ct~ As(k)ff*d @ E Ct(k) :In ~T(F~(n), F~(n)), 
~ As(k )~ 3 ~ ~ Ct(k) Vn T(ti(n), ~ (n)) 
where ¢, may be takzn uniformly computable in t~. W.l.o.g. we ma~ assume that ff 
~Con(k, &(t)), then ~T(c~(t),/~(l)) for all @ E Ct(k). 
For ~oECt(k - l )  let 
t + l,  if V i < n (%k-., ~ B~-"~ ¢(q~-2~ = tL 
tr"~(~') = 0, otherwise, 
where r < n. 
cr, ~ is uniformly primitive recursive in h, and will approximate the principal 
associate of q~. 
We write tr _~ ~- if lh(r) <~ Ih(tr) and 
If o'c~'_ we will have B~ 2~_ B~t-~. 
Define R .  t as follows: let m ~<n be maximal such that T(6(m), h~(m)). Then let 
t, ff there is a "r<m such that c r~-  
R.~(,~. q~, ¢) = and a (z )=t+ 1, 
0, otherwise, 
Since Con(k, 6(m)) there is at most one t satisfying the condition. 
Let R ~ = l im,~ R ,  ~. 
Claim 2.2. R k is wcil delined and recurswe. 
Proof. Let t~, ¢ and @ be given and let t8 be an associate for q~. We will give an 
algorithm for K~(a, q~, tk) from c~,/3 and @. 
Look for the least n such that (i) or 0i) below hold. 
(i) ~r(,~(n), E, tn)), 
(ii) "l~(r(n), ~(n))  and for some t we have/3( t )<n and a(/3(t))>0. 
If (a, h~) is not a branch in T, then (i) ~s satisfied for some no If (a, ~)  xs a 
branch in T, then a e As(k) and there is a t such that a(/3(t)) > 0. Choose n >/3(t). 
Then n will satisfy (ii). 
If (i) holds for n, then Rk(a, ~, ~) = R~(a, ~, t/,) and we have found the value. If 
0i) holds for n we claim that for m ;~ n we have R~(a, ~, qs)= a(/3(t))-1. It is 
sufficient o show this when T(6t(m),/~(m)). Let T = ~(t) Clearly for all m t> s: 
we have tr~c_/3(t). But then the instruction is clear. R~(t~, ~, q~)= t~(~-)-1. 
So we must find an n as above and then Rk(a. ¢, d/) = R~(t~, q~, ~,). It is ~asy to 
construct a recursive associate for R k from this proof 
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Claim 2.3. There is an index e slwh that whenever • ~ Ct(k ~ and a Lr an associate 
for ~P, lhen {e}(Rk, a, ~)= ~(¢)  for all ~¢Ct(k  - 1t. 
ProoL Use the following algorithm. Let g,, be such that Vn T(F~(n), h,.(n)). We 
show that Rk(a,  q~, qJ,) = ~(¢) .  
Let /3 be an ~ssociatc for q~. Choose t such that a( /3(t))>0.  Let n>~(r ) .  As 
above we will have tr~c_/3(t) so R~(a, q~, ~k~) = a(~( t ) ) -  1 = ~(q0. 
This ends the proof of Tb :orem 2.1. 
3. Reduction of countable recursion to K]eene-computations 
Kleene [10] showed how S1-S9-computations can be reduced to ~ountable 
recursion, i.e., if q~ is S1-S9-computable in #, then ~ is countable recursive in #. 
As we men~mned in the introduction the converse is not true, see [5] for a proof. 
Hyland (in [5]) found a type-2 functional F such that more functions are recursive 
in F than computable in E Together with the results on nonobtainab!e functionals 
mentioned in the introduction these results how that there is a large gap between 
S1-S9-computabil ity and recursiveness, a gap that cannot be filled by relativizing 
to a fimte list of functionals. 
In this section we will show that, given the results mentmned above, the 
situation is as good as possible. There is a reduction of countable recursion to S1-  
S9-computations uniformly relativized to some functionals with recursive as- 
soc!~es 
Feferman [3] and Hylard [8] discussed notions of partial countable recursmn 
and asked if the system i:, inductive. As any two reasonable notions of partial 
countable recursmn will b,; equivalent we will use the foUowing. 
Definition 3.1. Let e be an index, ~ ,  . , tk. continuous functionals. We write 
[e](~l, . . . . .  ~b n) ~ t ff 
Va~, , an (~ . . . .  a ,  are associates for ~l . . . .  ql, resp. 
where {e}(at,. , a , )  is a Taring-computation relativized to cq . . . .  a ,  
Tlus defines a pre-computauon theory on the continuous functionals in the 
sense of [4] Moreover @ is recursive in gt if and only d there is an index e such 
that Vq~ ([e](~, ~0) = ~(q0). 
Remark 3.2. Kleene's reduction of S1-S9-computations to recursions is not a 
reduction in the sense of axiomatic recursion theory [4] as an undefined computa- 
tion may be mapped on a defined recursion, As an example regard Gandy's 
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F-funct ional  [5] 
r (Fn  = F(,(Xnr(F,,+,)~. 
By the recursion theorem there is an index e for F 
{e}(F) = Fo(Xn{e}(F.+l)) 
which wilt define an everywhere undefined functional. But it  we use Kleene's 
reduction on e we get an everywhere defined recursive functional namely F ~tself. 
However  using a theorem of Hyland [8] on the complexity of partial recursive sets 
we can get around this obstacle. We wdl discuss this in further detai l  after the 
proof of 'l~neorem 3.8. 
Any  index e defines a part ial ly recurswe functional even if it was never 
designed to do so. In reducing recurslons to computal ions we wdl restrict 
ourselves to certain wel l -behaved indice~ without restricting the set of part ial  
operat ions.  
Defufi l ion 3.3. Let k = (k~. .  , k~). An index e is called l:~-operatlonal if for all 
(crl . . . . .  tr.)(r l  . . . . .  1-.), wheHever V ~ ~< n Con (k.  ~r,. r "  ~nd {e}(¢rl . . . .  o-.) Js 
defined and {e}(~-~ . . . .  r . )  Is defined, then 
{e}(o'l . . . .  o',,) = {e}(rl . . . . .  "r.) 
(.ae think of {e}(tra . . . . .  cr.) as a Tur ing-computat lon relatwlzed to the fimte 
partial functions tr~ . . . . .  o,.). 
Leatma 3.,1. There ts a primttwe tecwszve function p st~ch that p(e, ~() is k-  
operational for all e, k and 
Affq . . . .  t~,,[e](6~ . . . .  ~/t,,) -- A6~ . . . . .  ~,,[p(e. k)](0t,  • , 0,,) 
lh'oo~. For  simplicity we let lh(/~)= 1 so /~ = (k) for ~ome k The general proof 
just requires more notation. 
Let A={(s, ,r) ;{e}~(T) is defined}. A has a recursive enumerat ion A - -  
{(s,, ~-:); ~ e~} We give the fol lowing algorithm for {tale. k)t(~), 
First find x and minimal s such that {e}, ( f (s ) )= t, Let (s. &(s)~ =(s,o, r,,,). For  
each i ~< to. d {e}.,(r,) ~ x find r, such that ~Con(k .  ~',, St.r,)) Then let {p(e, k )}(a) = 
X. 
Claim 3.S. xtt,[ote, k)](,/J)~ X~/,[e](,/,). 
Tiffs is trwial from the first instruction for {p(e, k)}fa),  
Claim 3.6. X+[e](~,)~ X6[o(e. k)](q,). 
Proof.  Let ~b¢Ct(k).  a be an associate for ~ and as~,,ume that [e ] (+)= ~. 
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Find s, io as above. If i<~o and {e}~(r,)C~x. then r, cannot be extended to an 
associate for ~b. Then there is an r~ such that -TCon(k. r,, c~(r,)) and we may find it. 
This shows that {p(e. k)}(~x) = x. 
Claim 3./. p(e, k) is k-operational. 
Proof. Assume that {p(e, k)}(r) = x, {p(e, k)}(rr) = y and that x¢  y. Let s~. s2 be 
minimal such that 
{e}~,(?(s0) = x, {e}~.(~(s2)) = y. 
Let (st, ~(s~)) = (s,,. ~',,), (s2, ~'(s2))=(s,., at,.). W,l.o.g we may assume that i~<~i,. 
In order to compute {o(e,k~}(~) we should then find r, such that 
7Con(k. ~(s0, "~'(r,)L So in particula~ "~Con(~, r ~,  which was what we wanted 
to prove. The lemma follows from Claims 3.5-3.7. 
Theorem 3.8. Let /~=(k . . . . .  k,) k --max{kl . . . . .  k,}. Uniformly in k there is a 
recursive funcUonal @~z ~ Ct(k + 2) and an inde~ ec. for bl,-rt't'ltr$iotl such that for all 
e, x EN and all (~1 . . . .  ~,)eCt (kO×' .  • :<Ct(k,). 
(n) [e](qh . . . . .  ¢,,)'-~x~{e~}(e. ,~ . . . . .  q;,, O~)=x. 
Proof. We prove this when /~ consists of one element k ~> 2, The general proof 
only requires more notation. 
Claim 3.9. 5; = {(e, h): for some q; h "-= h¢ and [e](q;) ~, } zs 11~. 
This is well known, see [8"~ for details. 
By Lemma 1.9(a) there is r recursive famdT {T~.}~c~ of trees such that 
(e. h)~ S~ V ~ Ct(k ~- 1) 3t -7"t:.(h'(t), F~(t)), 
(e, h) ~ S~ ~ ~k ~ Ct(k -~ 1) (uniformly computable in e, ti) 
(Vt T,(/~(t) ff,~(t)). 
Define crT and tr _c "r as m the p~oof of Theorem 2.1. Define ~,(e, ,p, 4') as follows, 
Let n ~<t be maxunal such that T,~(/~(n), ~,(n)). If there is a r such that 
Con(k. "r), t r ,~ ' r  and {p(e. k~}.('r) is defined, let q~,(e. #,, tk) ={p(e, k)}(r) Other- 
w=se let ~,(e. q;, ~) --- 0 (O is a~ in Lemma 3 4). 
Since p(e. k) is ~-operatlona~ there wdl not be any ambiguiD here. since 
o-. _ 1"~ Ao'. _ T. :.), Cor~(k, ~-~, ~'.~t. 
Let • =lim,  . .  ~,(¢, ~o, 0). 
Claim 3.10. ff~ ~ wei~ .de~ed and recursive. 
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Proof. Let e, ~, ~ be given and let ~ be an associate for ¢. Look for an n such 
that (il or (ii) below holds: 
(i) ~T~{n, t b, h~L 
(ii) T,(n, h,~, I~,/and {p(e, k)},(&(n)) is defined. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 there wilt be an n hke this ar.d ¢P(e, ~, ~b)= 
¢/~(e, qr, g,) for such n. 
Now let eo be an index for the following algorithm m ~. Gwen e, ~ find 
g,~Ct(k-~ ) such that ~,~ T,(/b(n~,/~,(n)). If [e](q~) is undefined, then ~/~ will be 
partial and ff [e](~) is detined, then g, is total and ~{e, q~, ~b)=[e](q~). So ,~,p[e](cp) 
is partially compulable in ~ uniformly in e. 
l,etting q~ = ~ as constructed above we have proved the theorem. 
Coronary 3.11. I f  we a&t the following scheme S l l  to Sl -$9 we wdl get a 
computa6on theory eqtavalent to cotmrable recursion (see [4] for precise concepts) 
{e}(¢l . . . . .  ~',1 ~ OPt(el, ¢p . . . . . .  ¢,,, ~¢{e~}(cp, ¢~. . . . .  q:~)) 
(SI I)  (e =(11, el, ez, ~)1 
where F~ = (kl . . . .  k,,) ,ozd each ~p, ¢ Ct(k,). 
PtooL By Theorem 3.8 we can reduce countable recursion to S1-$9, S11- 
computations. 
Claim 3.12. "/here is a primitwe recurswe flmctmn v such that ~f (q~ . . . .  ¢p,)s 
Ct(k~) ×. • • × Ct(k,~, then 
{e}~,p, . . . . .  ,p,, ~, = [~ Ce./~)]¢,t ,  . . . . .  ,p.~ 
where e is an index [or a S1-$9, Sl l -compumtion 
l~t~of. Any Sl-S9, Sl l -computafion {e}(qh . . . . .  q~,~ can be reduced to a $1-S9- 
computation i  the recursive sequence (q~,)~,,, ~k. Let vo give Kleene's reductmn 
of these computations to recurstons. We then have 
x,p,  . . . . .  , t .{e}(~,  . . . . .  ~.)___ x,~, . . . . .  ~ . [vo(e , /~)  l(,el . . . .  p,,). 
Now {(he . . . . . .  he);  {e}(qh . . . . .  q~,) ~ } is Hi  and by Hyland [8] there is an index 
vl(e,/~) such that 
where tO is the constant zero functional of type k. 
Choose i such that o,,, ¢ Ct~k). Below we show how a recursion in -0 can be 
re,tuced to a recursion in ~p e Ct(k). Combining uo, v~ and this reduction it is easy 
to find ~. 
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Let to c Ct(k) and/3 e {0, 1} N. For each ~ let 
1, if a (o ' )>0,  
0(a)(oq= 0, if ~(o' )=0.  
We th,m have 
/3 e As (k0)¢~ a E As(C) (Vn Con(k,/~(n)) ^/3 dominates 0(aD. 
For each a let 
K~ = {/3 ~ {0, 1} N" Vn Con(k,/~(n)) ^/3 dominates 0(a)}. 
K,~ ~s compact, so we have 
V/3 e As(k0) 3s {e}~(~) =x ¢:}V a ~ As(~) V/3 ~ K~ 3s {e}~(/3) =x 
¢~V ~ ~ Asia) 3s V/3 e K. {eI~(/3(s)~ = x 
which can be expressed as a recursion in to. 
This ends the proof of Corollary 3.11. 
Corollary 3.13. Let ~, ~ be continuous functionals. Then the following are 
equioalent 
(i) tO is recurswe in dr, 
(fi) tO is computable in tO and some recurswe ~. 
(ifi) tO is tx-recursive in tk a~Td some recursive ~.  
We let 1-sc(tO) denote {f: f is computable in tO} and c -  1 -sc(q~) denote {f; ,f is 
r'cursive in tO}. 
The next corollary was proved in [15] as the first application of/~-operationa! 
indices. 
Corollar~ 3.14. (a) Let to ~ Ct(k). There is a ~ ~ Ct(k + 2) recursive in to such that 
t - sc(tk) = c -  1 - sc(to). 
(b) t.et to ~Ct(k). The,r c -  1 -sc(to) ts generated by its r.e.(h)-degrees [or some 
h e c -  1 -sc(to). 
Proo|. (a) is immediate from Theorem 3.8 and (b) follows from (a) and a 
conesponding result for 1 -sc(qJ) from Normann-Wainer [1TL 
Remark 3.15. Hyland [8] showed that a set A c_N ~ is .r/~ if and only if A is 
countably semireeursive in k0. Normann [16] showed that A is//~ if and only if A 
is semicomputable in k+~0. Moreover semlct, mputabihty of a g,e Ct(k + 1) will be 
//~-t.  This shows that Theorem 3.8 is the best possible. 
The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 3.8 both show ways of making a partial 
continuous operator computable in a total continuous funcuon. Theorem 3 8 
covers m general what can be achieved from this method. The next theorem, 
formulated by Martin Hyland, is an et,~sy consequence of Theorem 3.8. 
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3.16. Let • :Ct(k~)×..-×Ct(k,)- -~1~ be a part,~al operator countably 
recursive in a total functional qz. Then there is a total rb' recursive m g" such that 
is partially computable in qb' 
PART B. DEGREES OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONALS 
4. Some nintmal countable degrees 
In Part A we showed that in a certain sense we can reduce countable recursion 
to Kleene-computability. In order to do so we had to relatwize to recursive 
objects of arbitrary high type. That this is a serious defect will be seen from the 
difference in the degree-structures of the continuous functionals induced by the 
Kleene-computations and the recursions. The rest of Part B will be completely 
devoted to Kleene-degrees: in this section we will show how to construct minimal 
countable de~ees. 
Martin Hyland [7] observed that by adding suitable splitting-notions for counta- 
ble recursions Spectors construction of a minimal Turing-degree can be extended 
to construct an a of minimal countable degree. Hyland's observation works well 
also for the construction of a mimmal A°-degree, so there is a A°-function of 
minimal countable degree. 
Here we will show that Spector's original proof automatically gwes a function 
of minimal countable degree. 
Deliailion 4kL We say that a is Spector-minimal if for each index e there is a 
recursive tree T on {0. 1} with a as a branch such that 
(i) tre T@tr  has two incomparable xtensions m T and (il) or (iii) below 
holds-. 
(ii) T never e-splits, i.e., tr, re  T@{e}" and {e} ~ are consistent 
(iii) T always e-splits, i.e., if r~ and 1"2 both extends cr in T, then ~'~ and r2 are 
incomparable if and only if {e}', and {e} ~-~ are incomparable. 
[,emma 4.2. If  c~ zs Speetor-minimal, then a has minimal c~untable degree. 
i~ra~, Let k ~ 2 and let ~p ~ Ct(k) be countably recursive in a. Let eo be an index 
for computing an associate for q~ from a and let e be the derived index for 
computing/% from a. Choose T such that (i) and 0i) or (hi) above will hold for e. 
If (iii) holds, then a is recursive in /% so a and q~ are countably equivalent. 
So assume that (ii) holds, and let /3¢As(k -1 )  be an associate for some 
¢ Ct (k -  1). We will show how to compute q~(.O from 6. 
Find tre T and t such that {eo}"(/3(t))>0. We know that for some 
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s, t{eo}~(~(~(t))>O so such tr and t exist. For - ~- l~ u~- l  w, = ~,~,~ we will then ha~e 
{ey'(i) = {eo}O(~(t)) - 1 = {e}'(i). 
But this shows that q~ is constant {eoY'(/3(t))-1 on B~,~ so in particular ¢p(~)= 
{eo}O(~(t))- 1. This ends the proof of 1.emma 4.2. 
The type of a degree is the minimal type of a functional in the degree. 
Dvornickov [2] showed that there are countable degrees of arbitrary high type. 
Problem 4.3. Are there minimal countable degrees of type > i ? 
As any such degree will have a certain r.e. flavour we conjecture that the 
answer is no 
We er~d this section by showing 
Lemma 4.4. If at has minimal countable degree and F is Kleene-computable in at, 
then either is F countable or at is comptdable in F. 
Proof. We regard two cases: 
(i) a is recurs~ve in hF. Then a is computable in F. 
(ii) hF is recursive. Then the countable 1-section of F is generated from its r.e. 
elements. If at were recu~sive in F we would have that at is recursive in an r.e. set 
recursive in a, which is impossible. So t~ is not recursive in F. By the minimality of 
at we must have F to be recursive, i.e., computable. 
5. Continuously r.e. sets and degrees 
The classical r.e.- or semi-recursive sets over I~1 have at least three important 
descriptions, as the V°-sets, the domains of the partially recursive functions and as 
the ranges of the total recursive functmns. Over other domains these descriptions 
do not coincide The semicomputable s ts are normally described as the domains 
of parhally computable ol:erators. Often, and in particular over the continuous 
functionals, there ~s no kind of enumeration of the semicomputable s ts involved 
Moreover two complementaD ~ets may welt both be semicomputable without 
being computable. We will call a set recursively enumerable if it is the effective 
union of a countable family of computable sets It does not mean that we actually 
have a recursive numeratmn of the set, which in any case would ha~e been tot) 
restrictive to be of interest. 
Definition $.1. (a) A c Ct(k) is recurs~vely enumerable (r.e.) if there i~ a comput- 
able set B c_l~l ×Ct(k) such that 
eAC~3n ((n, q~)e B). 
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(b) A_~Ct(k) is continuously r.e. if A is r.e. and Ct(k ) \A  is open in the 
standard topology on Ct(k), 
Remm'k $.2. If k = 0 or 1 we could demand B to be primitive recursive and we 
would define the same class of r.e. sets. For k~2 there will be nonempty 
compatable sets with no nonempty primitive recursive subset. An example: let f 
be recursive but not primitive recursive, Let A = {F; F ( f )= 0}. A will not contain 
any non-empty primitive recursive subset. 
In I,b) we could equivalently demand that the characterxsUc function of A is m 
Ct(k -~ 1). 
The continuity condition in (b) is essential, {f :3nf(n)=b0} is r.e, but not 
continuously r.e. 
With this definition of r.e, it is easy to show that A c_ Ct(k) is computable if and 
only if t~th A and Ct (k ) \A  are r.e. 
In this section we will characterize the elements of the continuous r.e. degrees 
In later sections we will discuss the degree-structure. We will identify a continu- 
ous r.e. set with its characteristic function. 
l.,emra8 5.3. Let {SO,,},~r~ be a computable seqnence from Ct(k) with a hmtt q~ and 
assume that the modulus q~' zs computable from q~. Let ~b ~ Ct(t) be computable m so. 
Then there is a computable sequence {qt,},~.~ m Ct(t) wzth ~ as a linut and with a 
modulus computable in SO. 
Proo|.  In [17] a primitive recurswe operator h(n. e, ¢~ . . . .  ~)  is defined such 
that if {e}(so~ . . . . .  ¢~)--= x, then r= l im . . . .  h;n,e, qo~ . . . . .  s0k) and we can um- 
formly in e, SO~ . . . . .  q~ compute a modulus for {h(n, e, so~ . . . . .  SO~J},~N- 
Let *O = ,~5{e}(SO..~). Let ~ -- X~h(n, e. ¢., .~). By adopting the method from [17] 
one can show that qJ = l im...~ ~b, and that we ,'an compute a modulus for {q,,},,~ 
from ¢. We will not go into further details. 
Our next theorem shows that one of the standard characterizations of r.e. 
degrees generalizes to higher types 
Theorem 5.4. Let k ~ 1, ¢ c Ct(k), The following are eqmvalent. 
(a) so is of the same degree as a continuous r.e. set. 
(b) There is a computable sequence {~,},~N with t¢ as a limit and a modulus q~' 
computable in so. 
(c~ There is a d/of  the same degree as so such that h, zs recurs~ve. 
Pro~.  (a )~(b) .  Let A be continuously r.e Let B be computable such that 
.~  ACz~::ln ((n, ~)~ B), Define A,  by 
Then A = l im...~ A ,  with a modulus computable m A. 
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By Lemma 5.3 any ¢p computable in A will be the limit of a computable 
sequence {~,.},~ with a modulus , '  computable in A. But if ~p and A axe 
equivalent his ~0' will be computable in ~ what was what we wanted to prove. 
(b)~(c).  Let tC=ILm,_~tp, with a modulus ~'  computable in ~. Let f be 
recursive but not primitive recursive. Let 
[~p(~), if f=  g 
$(~, g)= )~o,(~), for the least i such that f ( i )#  g(i) 
( if f#g .  
Usmg ~0' we can show that ~ is computable in , .  If (~, g) is primittve recursive. 
then g is primitive recursive and the following algorithm will compute ~(~, g) 
Find the least i such that f(i) # g(i), and let ¢(~, g) = ~o,(~). 
Since/%, is $ applied on certain primitive reeursive objects this shows that/% is 
recursive. 
(c)~(a).  It is sufficient to show that i f /% is recursive, then $ is of the same 
degree as an r.e. set--it is natural to go ,,~ia statement (b). 
In Lemma 1.6 the sequence {t,~},¢~ is actually primitive recursive in/% so there 
is a computable sequence {~b,}~a with tb as a limit and with a modulus $'  
computable in ¢. It is then easy to see that $ is equivalent o 
{(,. O. ~ m ~> n (~(0  ¢ t#..(O)} 
which is continuously r.e. 
Remark 5.5. We could replace (b) in Theorem 5.4 by (b'): There is a primitive 
recursive sequence {%},~N with ,¢ as a limit and v, ith a modulus ¢'  ~xmlputable in
tp. 
We will. however, not use this refinement. 
Over l%t the following are equivalent. 
(a) f is computable in an r.e. set. 
(b) f~AO. 
(c) f is the hmit of a primitive recurstvc sequence. 
(d) f is computable in 0'~ 
(d) will not ge~,~eralize to higher Lw, es, any functional with a recursive associate 
will be of ~.e. degree but not all such funcuonals are computable in 0'. The rest of 
the statement generalizes. 
Theorem 5.6. Let ~0 ~ Ct(k). The following are equivalem. 
(a) ~ Is computable in a continuous r.e. set. 
(b) :¢ has a A°-associate. 
(") ~p ~s the limit of a primitive recursive sequence {%},~.  
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lg~m~, (a):~ (b) Let ~ be computable m q~ where tk~ is recursNc. The principal 
associate ~ of ~ is A °. There will be an associate for ~ rec~a'sive in '~, and this 
associate will also be Ag, 
(b)~(c)  Let a be a A~-associate for ~ and let {~},~N be a primitive recursive 
sequence converging to a. WA.o.g. we may assume Vi Con0, 5,0)). Let ~ be 
uniformly primitwe recursive with an associate extending 5,(i). Then q~= 
iim~..~ q~. 
(c)=>(a) Let ~ =hm q~,, Let 
A is r e,, continuous and ~ is computable in A. 
If A c Ct(k) is continuously r.e. and k = 0 or 1, then A can easily be shown to 
be computable in 0'. We will later show that if k ~> 2 tilere Is no maximal r.e 
degree within Ct(k + 1), 
Now we will use Theorem 5.6 to show that in general there is an r.e. degree of 
type k + 1 dominating all r.e. degrees of type k. 
Corollary 5.7. Let k ~ 3, There is a connnuous r.e. set B ~ Ct(k) such that all 
elements of Ct(k) of r.e. degree at-, computable in B. 
lh'~mf. It is sufficient to produce an element ~ in Ct(k +1) with the wanted 
property. Let R ~ be as m Theo,'em 2.1 R k has a recursive associate so by 
Theorem 5.4(c)~(a) R k will be of r.e. 4egree. Let ~=(Rk ,  0'). By Theorem 
5.4(c)=),(a) R k will be of r.e. degree. Let ~=(R k, 0'). l?v Theorem 5.6(b)=~(a) 
every q~ ~. Ct(k) of r,e. degree has a A~-a~ociate a. But t -, , q~ will be computable 
in R ~, cz so q~ is computable in ~I t. 
Remark 5.8. We could use Theorem 5.6(c)¢~(a) to give a direct construcUon of a 
r e. set. then using the method of Theorem 3 16. 
6. Moditying a hmction~ by a tree 
In Theorems 2.1 and 3.8 be made partial continuous operators computable m a 
total functional by the use of trees being well founded :en the operator is not 
defined, In this section we will show that a similar consu'ucuon can be apphed to 
functlonals of r.e. degree, then producing functionals of lower degree. 
Deflmifion 6.1. Let t/,~Ct(k) (k~>l) be of r.e. degree, {ff',},~N a computable 
sequence with to as a limit and let to' be a modulus for {~,},,~N computable in tO. 
Let T be a recursive tree, t w 1. We let toT.,:Ct(k- l )x  Ct(t) be the functtonal 
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defined by 
|" ~,(,p), 
~r,,(,~. 0 = '~ ~.(,P), 
L 
if Vn T(~(n)),  
for the least n such that 
-a T ( h~ (n ) ) otherwise, 
RemarL" 6.2. We will normally drop the subscript whirl1 will then be clear from 
the context 
Lemraa 6.3. (a) ¢~r/s computable in O. 
(b) If V ~e Ct(t)3t~ -aT (~(n)), then ~,  Is computable, 
(c) If  ~Ct( t )  and Vn T(h¢(n)), then ~l~ is computable in ~ and ~. 
The proofs are trivial. 
Lemma 6.4. Let ~Oe Ct(k), t = 1 and let To_ T' be recursice trees. Assmne that each 
Or ~ T has arbitrary long extensions m T' and assume that T has a branch. Then d~ is 
countably recursive in ~r'. 
Proof. Let a be an associate for ~r'. We show how to compute an assodat¢ for t/, 
from a. We will assume that k > 1. If k = 1 a similar proof will work 
Let /3 ~ As(k -  1) be an associate for ~. Find o,~ T of length x such that 
a(~(x), Or)>0. There will be such a Or since T has a branch. We claim that 
~(~o) = a(~(x), Or)- 1 From the claim we can compute dJ(~) from ~,/3 uniformly 
in /3 and ~ will be recursive in ~r .  
Let n be so large that V m ~> n ~,(~) :~" tb(~) Choose ~ ~ "/~ such that 8 extends 
or and lh(8)~ m. Then ~l is constant a(fl(x), or)- 1 on B~x B~ where 
f ~(~), if [ is a branch in T', 
tk-r,(¢, [) = J ~,,(q~), for some m t> n otherwise (which 
I. also will be q,(~)). 
So for all f extenchng 6
~r'('~, D = 4'(,t') = =t~(x), o-)- t 
This ends the proof of Lemma 6,4. 
Lemma 6.5. Let T be a recursive tree Um[onniy recmswe m T there is a T' such 
that each cr m T has arbitrary, long extension~ in T' whde T and T' hat, e the same 
branches. 
Proof. Let S be a well-founded recurst~e tree with arbitrary long branches. Let 
o-* r denote the concatenation of the finite sequences cr and ~'. Let T '=  
{or * 7"; ore T A'r e S}. 
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l~ae~re~ 66.  Let ~:  be the stn,cture of the type-2 degrees. A,ly mimmal element 
of ~ ,  is a ~pe-1 degree, 
Proof. Let F~Ct(2"~ and assume that F is not equivalent o any j. If hv is not 
recursive, then 0 < hF < F so F is not minimal. If hF is recursive, then F is of r.e 
degree. By Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5 we see that {T; FT ~s computable} is complete H]. 
{T;F<~FT} is H~ so for some T we have 0<FT<F.  
Return'It 6.7. This proof is not constructive, it gives no effectwe way of choosing 
an index for T from F. It is an opcn problem if this theorem has a more 
constructive proof, even inside the set of functionals of r.e. degrees. It can be 
shown that there ms no T that will do the job uniformly. 
If we let k ~ 3 and let ~t  be the structure of the degrees of type ~<k it is also an 
open problem if this structure contains a mimmal degree. 
If k--"~3 and 0ECt(k~ is nonobtainable, i.e, not computable from any ~o~ 
Ct (k - ]~ we can use Lemma 1,9 to show that {T, 0rk-~ is computable} Is 
comple:e H~. ~ and then $ will not be minimal. 
We will no~ give another application of Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5. 
Theore~n 6.8. Let GeCt(2)  be of r.e, degree. Then there ~s an FeCt(2)  of the 
same cmmtable degree a~ G such that F ts computable in G and for all H:N ~ --~I~ 
(tllso d scontinuou~) 
1 -sc(H)  = l -sc(F, H). 
Proof, Let T be a recursive tree such that 
(i) T has at least one branch, 
(ii) 0' is recursive in any branch of T, 
(iii) If G'  is of r.e. degree, then G'  is countably equl~alent to G~ 
Let F=Gr~ Let H:N~-->N. If 0'<~H, then F<~H ~o l - sc (F ,  H)_  1-sc(H).  If 
0 '6  H, then we can replace F by a fixed partial computable function in any 
computation in F, H It follows that l -sc(F ,  H)c  1-sc(F).  
Remark 6.9, The first result along these lines was proved m [1] 
The proof of Theorem 6.¢, was not c.ff¢ctwe. If we wock within the full 
degree-structure of the continuous functlonals we can gwe much more effectwe 
arguments The proof of the next theorem is actually a construction, we can pick 
the indices involved by recursi~e functions 
Theorem 6,11t. The degree-structure of tlle eonsimum~y r.e. sets is dense. 
ProoL Let q~ and 0 be m Ct(k) and of r.e. degrt,¢, ~ strictly computable m O. 
Assume that k >/2. 
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Claim 6,11. There is a recurswe functional ¢beCt(k+2)  such ~hat ~ ¢~, @ and 
is not computable in any ~ ~ Ct(k + 1), 
ProoL We say that O~Ct(k) is nonobtainable if 0 is not computable in any 
q~ ~ Ct(k - 1). 
In [14] nonobtainable r cursive functionals of any type ~>3 are constructed (see 
also Section 8 in this paper). Let A1 e Ct(k + 1) and ,A~ e Ct(k + 2) be recursive and 
nonobtainable. Let h ~ ha, and let T be the recursive tree wffh h as its only 
branch. 
Let ~ = (A2)T- As A2~<~, A~ (Lemma 6.3(0) and A~_ is nonob~ainable we must 
have that • is nonobtainable. 
Let ~ '  be the partial computable subfunctional of ~b defined on 
{(~, A); A ¢ A~}. By induction on the length of computations we can show that in 
any computation {e}(~, ~) where the type of ~ are ~<k, we can replace ~ by q~'. 
As a paxt of the induction we show that we only have to apply • on k-obtainable 
elemems of C t (k+l )  in such computations. So if ~<~,~ we will have that 
~/, ~< ~',  q~ which will mean that q~< ~ contradicting the assumption. This proves 
Claim 6.11. 
From Claim 6.11 we may w.l.o.g, assume that for some k we have that q~, ~b and 
are all in Ct(k), $~¢o, ~ and • is nonobtainable modulo q~. Let T be the 
recurswe tree wRh /~, as the only branch. Let ~ = ~.  Then We Ct(k + 1). 
Claim 6.12. (a) qt~ q~, 
(b) ~,~ ~, ,~ 
From Claim 6.12 it follows that q~ <(,¢, qt)<q, and the theorem is proved. 
Proof of Claim 6.12. (a) By Lemma 6.3(c) we have that 6<~ ~, qb. If ~<~¢ we 
would have that ~b ~< q~, qb contradicting the assumption. 
(b) Let qr, be the partial computable subfunctional of q~ defined on 
{(~, ~'), qb'~- @} ,As in the proof of Claim 6.11 we can show that if t~  < if', q~, then 
~b ~< ~',  q~ so ~b <~ q~ which contradicts the assumption, 
7. Avoiding semiassociates of type 2 
In the previous ection we made use of the mal~l result of Normann [14], there 
are nonobtamable r curswe functionals of any type z~3. The method which can be 
described as the method of avoiding semlt,ssooatcs has later been used to soke a 
number of other problems In this section we will describe the method and use it 
to construct some interesting type three funct~omds. In the next section the 
method wdl be extended to constructions of higher type functionals. 
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Definition 7.1, Let (f,),:N be recursive such that {.~; n ~1} is a dense subset of 
~ without repetition in the enumeration. 
For each FeCt(2)  define 8~ as follows: 8~(cr) is defined if tr <n  Then 
{ k+l .  if there are m~<n, m2<n such that m~mz,  ~FOr)= fm~eB,~ and f~.eB,~ and 
O, otherwise. 
Lemma 7.2. {8~'}~N is uniformly primitive recurswe m F and lim,__~ 8 r zs the 
principal associate for F. 
The proof is trivml. 
Defiai l~n 7.3. Let T be a recursive tree with at least one infinite branch. Let 
Ax (F) =/~n V m ~ n :~ tr ~ T (~(tr)  > 0). 
IVaeorem 7.4. (a) AT has a recurswe associate uniformly tt. an index for T 
(b) If g is a branch m T, then Ar zs computable from g. 
(c] I [A r  ts computable from g. then T has a branch recurstve in g. 
Proof. (a) Let t~ be an associate for it;. We show how to compute AT(F) from 
Find tre T such that t~(tr) > 0 (there is one since T has a branch). Find n such that 
there are nh<n and m2<n such that ml~m2,[,~,eB~, and f , ,eB~,  Then 
m ~ n~ 8~(tr)>0 so AT(F)~ n. It is then easy to compute AT(F). 
(b) Let g be a branch m T. Let {g~},~N ={[,,},,N be a subsequence of {f ,},~ 
picked out as follows. First take all/,~ until we have found two in B~ct). Then take 
just those in B~t~, until we have found two in B~2) etc. Then g = lim,._~ g, and we 
can easily compute a modulus for {g,},~N from g. By a method from Grilliot [6] 
(see also [1, 19, 17, 13]) the following is computable in g: 
~(F) = t~n V i ~> n (F(g,) = F(g)). 
Let F be fixed and let i=  tk(F). 
Let to be such that if n<r~ and F(f,) ¢:F(g), then [ ,d B~oo~. Let i>~t be such 
that for two different m ~< 1 we do have g,, ~ B~(~,~. It is then easy to see that for 
m>~n~ there will be a t such that a~(g(t))>0, so AT(F)~n ~ It lS then easy to 
compute Ar(F). 
(c) Assume that T has no branch computable in g. Let 
1, if tr~ T, 
Then a is a semiassociate for zO securing all g' recursive in g. If AT is computable 
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in g there is an index e such that 
VF (aT(F) = {e}(F, g)). 
Regard {e}(20, g). The value of this computation will be decided by a finite bit 
&(t) of a. Let 
n, if there is no s such that 
F( f . )=  ( f . (s )<t^aC[ . (sD= 1L 
0, if there is such s. 
(Here we use that {f.}.,~ is without repetition.) Since F(,¢. ) is defined for all n v,e 
may define 8~ for all m although F cannot be extended to a total continuous 
functional. 
Claim 7.5. For any m, cr 8~(cr)> O~crf~ T. 
Proof. The only way to get 8,r,(tr) > 0 is to find an s with O(s) < t and vt (~(s)) > 0, 
so #(s)¢  T and ¢r~ T. This proves the claim. 
Now choose m > A~ ('-0). Let F '  be continuous wlth an associate xtending &(t) 
such that V n <~ mF(f,) = F'(f.). 
Then AT(F') ~ > m > AT(Z0) while {e}(F', g) = {e}(20, g), contradicting the assump- 
tion. 
This ends the proof of the theorem. 
Corollar~ 7.6. Let At  . . . .  A ,  be non-recursive r.e. subsets of N, Then there is a 
recursme .1 e Ct(3) such that 0 < A < A~ ,for all i <~ n. 
Proof Let B, be recursive such that x e A, ~3y(x ,  y)e  B,. We call f a modulus 
for A, if 
Vx (3y(x, y )e  B,¢~3 y<~f(x)(x, y)~ B,) 
There is a recurswe tree T, such that f is a branch In T~ If and only if f is a 
modulus for A, Let T = T~ O • • - LJ T.. Then "a T wdl have the wanted property 
Remark 7.7. If T= ~,,,,~'/~,, is an re .  tree where {'/,.},.,~ is an increasing 
recursive family of trees, we modify the construction as follows. 
A-rI.F) = m~ V m ~ n 3 ~r e %. (~(~r)  > O) 
Theorem 7.4 will still be val'd, part (b) is a bit more complicated to prove. 
In the introduction to Sectton 4 x', e observed that there is an a e .A ° of minimal 
countable degree. This ct will not be of minimal Kleene-dcgrec over CI(3). 
Corollary 7.8~ It a e A~ zs non-recursive there zs a recursive type-3 funcnonal A 
~ch that 0 < A < a. 
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Proof. Let a=l im, . .~a,  where {~x}~N is recursive. Let ~reTC~3i>~lh(cr) (o~ 
extends tr). Then T i~ an r.e. tree with a as the only branch. Using A T as in 
Remark 7.7, the corollary follows. 
Remark 7.9. There will be a /t° minimal degree for which these methods fail. 
In the next section we will show that no function has minimal degree over 
Ct(4). It Is an open problem if there i~ ,ny function that is minimal over Ct(3). By 
Lemma 4.4 there is a ~- funct ion that is minimal over Ct(2). 
Before moving up in types we will as a cunosit~¢ regard a recursive type-3 
functional which is "everywhere' non-ct mputat,le. 
Kreisel [11] defined certait~ generalizations of the contmuous functionals. For 
our purpose the following will do. 
Detinitlon 7.10. Let A c_l~ TM be closed under recurs~on. We let (A (k ) )k~ be the 
type-strttcture defined from A by everywhere in the definition of (Ct(k))~N 
replacing l~l ~ with A. 
Theorem 7.11. There is a [uncaonal • ~ Ct(3) with a recursive associate c~ such 
that 
(i) For all A ~[~ closed under recur, ion we have that a is the assocmte of some 
~/t e A(3) 
0i) There ~s no A ~_ ~ closed under recursion such tlmt ~,~ Is computable over 
A(2). 
Proof. Let {e}, be the maximal sequence r of length ~s  such that V x~ <
s (~r(x) ={e}.,(x)). Let T,(tr)C:~cr extends {e}lht~,~. Let *(e,  F)= A~;(F). For each e 
we see that T, has a recurswe branch so 1/' is defined in all (A (k ) )k~ and with the 
same assoctate. 
Assume that for some A we have W computable over A(2) with index eo. Then 
regard the computation of Ae{eo}(e, 20). There will be a recursive f with index e 
not used in this computation. For this pal ticular e we can use the method of the 
previous proof to construct an i t: such that {eo}(e,:O)={eo}(e,F) while 
A r.(20) ¢ a~(F).  
8. Avoiding higher type semlassociates 
The methods from Section 7 can also be used to construct functionals of type 
higher than 3. An irritating obstacle is the fact that for k > 1 there are cr such that 
B~ is a singletor (which will then be one of the constants). The set of such (r's is 
however primitive lecursive and we just disregard them systematically. 
From now on and ut, to Theorem 8.3 fix k ~> 2. 
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Lemma 8.1. There is a primiaoe recu~ioe family {.~}..~ without repetition in 
Ct(k -  1) ,~uch that 
(it The relation ~ ~ B~ -~ is primitit, e recursive. 
(ii) I f  B~ -~ is non-empty, then there is an n such that ~, ~ B~ -~. 
The proof is easy but tedious, see [12] or [15]. 
If Bko -t  contains more than one element we define h~ to be the part of a h~ we 
can compute from o., assuming that tr is the beginning of an associate for q~. If 
B~ -~ contains just one dement  we could define h~ as well, but h~ would then be 
infinite and constant. 
If T is a recursive tree with a branch on the form h~ where ~ ~ Ct.~k - D and ~ is 
not constant, we let 
AT(~) = ~n Vm ~> n 3cr (h~ ~ T^ 8~(o') > 0^ Bo ~1 
contains more than one element) 
where $.* is defined from {~}.~ as 8,F. was defined from {f.}.+~ for k = 2. 
By a proof similar to the proof of Theorem 7.4(c) we see 
Le,mma 8.2. If  '40" ( ' r (o - )>0~ h~ T) and B~ +l #~,  then AT is not constant on 
B~ +L 
"]['his observation is what we need for our first application of the At-method at 
higher levels. Theorem 8,3 is an improvement of the main result from Normann 
[14]. 
Theorem 8.3. Let k~3,  ~ECt(k) ,  Uniformly recu~we in @ there is a ~'ECt(k),  
which is not computable in @ and any function f, 
Proof. Let t~ be the principal associate for @, {ot.}.~ an approximation to tr 
recursive m h~ and let @. be the functional with associate 0% 
The relation {e}(@. e, f, f, k-~0) { is of complextty H~_2(h.). 
By Lemma 1 9(b) let {T~ f}~. t~ be a family of trees uniformly recursive in 
h~ such that for all e, f 
{e}(@, e, f,f, k~ '0~{ ¢~V ~ ~ Ct(k - 2) 3n ~T~. g~(n)) .  
Le~ 
1, if h,~ T or B~, 2 contains just one element, 
/3d(° )= 0, otherwise, 
where ho is as defined just before Lemma 8,2, wilh k teplazed by k -  1. Then 
/3~ fE As( ~ "t0)CO{e}(@, e, f, f, k- '0) { 
in which case the computation {e}(@, e, f, f, ~0)  may be decided from finite bits 
of a,/3~.t and f. 
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On the other hand, using the universal associate for computations from Kleene 
[10] we may decide when ~(s), e, f(s) and ~, ~(s) can be said to decide a possible 
value for {e}(q~, e, f, [, k-aO). 
We will now uniformly blow T, ~ up to T" ~ such that 
(i) T',.~ will always haxe a brav, ch of the form h e for some ~Ct (k -2 ) .  
(ii) If {e}(q~,e,f,[,~-a0)~,, then the value can be decided from 
a(s), f(s), e, ~,t(s~ for some s, where ~, t  ~s defined from T',t  as /~,.~ ~s defined 
from T~.f. 
We will define an increasing sequence ~ f of trees with the corresponding 
functions/37 ~, 
~, ,¢  if "r~T~.t or r (0 )=n and there is an s<~n such that the value of 
{e}(cb,,,ef,[,~-qY) can be decided from e, 6~,AsLf(s) and /32r(s), and am(s)= 
a,,(s), where m = max{n, lh(r)}. 
Let T '~ = U .  T~.t. 
Clearly {T', r}-~,~, r~e ~ is uniformly recurswe in t~. 
Claim 8.4. /3'~•¢ is not an associate. 
Proof. A~ume that it is. Then V~Ct(k -2 )  ::In ~T ,  t(he(n)), so 
{e}(q~,e,f,f,t-~O)~,. The value will be decided from finste segments 
~(s), f(s),/3~ ~s) and e. Choose no such that for all n>~no • 6, (s )=6(s )  and 
• - /3~.  ¢(s). Then, if 1"(0) ~ no we will let r ~ 72", ~°~ ~ But then 
clearly ~8~' f is not an associate, contradLztion. 
Chlim 8.$. /f  {e}(q~,e,f.f,~-lO)~, the wdue t,~ dec~ded from finne segments 
~" ?,st, ~,(s~, f(s~ and e. 
l[~r~|. By Claim 8.4 let he be a branch in T'~.~. Then there is an s ~ n = he(0) 
such that &,(s), e, f(s) and /3~" t(s) are sufficient to decide the value of {e}(q), e, 
f,].,k~ '0). Moreover, since h e is a branch v,e have that ~'m ~>n 6,,(s)=6,,(s)  so 
,~,(s)=~(s).  If r<s ,  then r (0 )<n so it follows from the construction that 
0~" t(s) =/3~' ¢(s). But this shows that the value of {e}(qL e, f, f, k-t0) is decided from 
~',t(s), ~(s), f(s) and e. 
For q~ 6 Ct(k - 1) let qr(e, f, q~) = AT: ,(¢). By Claim 8 4 Av,,, will be well defned 
for all e, f and ~ will be uniformly recurswe in l~.. Assume that for some eo, g 
Vc. f. ,¢ ~q'(c, f, ~)  = {e0}(~, e, f, g, ¢~) 
Then ,~T~,,~(k10)= ~/'(eo, g. ~ lO)={eo}(~,e o, g,g,k-10L By Clann 8.5 and the 
standard A-r-argument this leads to a contradiction. 
Colrollm'y 86 .  I et k~ 3, q)ECt(k). Uniformly recurswe in • there is a ~eCt(k )  
such that ~ ts no~ computable m dp and any q~Ct(k -1 )  
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Proof. If k =3 this is what we proved in Theorem 8.3. so let k>3 l~t R ~-~ be 
as in Theor,.~m 2.1. By Theorerr 8.3 there is a ka~Ct(k~ uniformly reeursive in 
such that ff is not computable in q~, R ~-t and any [. But ff ~Ct (k -1 )  ~ere  is 
an [ such tLat q~ is computable in R~-~,~. This shows that & is not computable in 
qb, q~ for any ~ e Ct(k - 1~. 
Cor~llar~ 8./. Let k 1> 3. There is no maxmml  element among the r.e. degrees o[ 
type <~k. 
lProof. Recall Theorem 5.6. Let ~ Ct(k) be of r.e. degree. Then ~ has a .4~ 
associate. By Theorem 8.3 there is a ~eCt~k)  with a ,a, a.'.e, oatc such that ~ is 
not computable in q~. By Theorem 5.6 g' is computable in a continuous r.e, subset 
A of Ct (k -1) .  Then ~.A  is of r.e. degree and ~<q~, A. 
Corollary 8.8. Let k >t3. There ~s a recursive junctional Jk e Ct( k + 1) with a topless 
k-secaon 
1Pr~mL et J,. be the uniform operator sending ~ onto g' in Theorem 8.3. Clearly 
there is no maximal degree of type-k elements computable in J~. 
Defini~on 8.9. The quasiassocmtes are defined as follows. 
QA(1) is just the recursive functions. 
e QA(t + 1) if a is recursive, ~ secures all/3 c QA(t) and for some computable 
~b ~ Ct(k + 1) we have that Vn ,~ ~ ~-~(,,. 
Lewma 8.10. (a) All computable functionats hat~e quasiasstrciates. 
(b) If {e}(#,~ . . . .  t~,) ], and tx 1 . . . . .  a ,  are quasiassoczates for qJ~ . . . . .  g,, resp., 
then there is a t such that whenet~er {e}0k~ . . . . .  ~' )  ,~. qJ'l . . . . .  ~" hat~e associates 
starting with 61(t) . . . . .  &,(t). fl, en {e}(~,~ . . . . .  ~')={e}(qJ~ . . . . .  t/,,,). 
P r~t .  Kleene's reduction of computations to countable recursions will ~ork for 
quasmssociates a well. The proof will be by a ~imultaneous induction on the 
length of computations 
Remark 8.11. Lem~.3a 8 10 ~s a special case of continuity-properties of compu:a- 
tlons described by Scarpellim [18] and Hytand [7] 
From Lemmas 8 2 and 8.10 we obtain 
Lemma 8.12. Let T be a recursive tree. Assume that {~ ~ Ct(k ~: lh ,~ a branch m T} 
ts a nonempty set wtth no computable lements. Then ..l r ts not com~utable. 
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In [12] a aaodified version ~*~ of ,~IT is defined and an analogue of Lemma 8.2 is 
shown, The analogue of Lemma 8.12 follows. The purposc of the modification is 
to show Lemma 8,13 below. This lemma was stated as a result for zla. in a 
preprint version of this paper, but the direct proof for/tT has avoided re,:onstruc- 
tion. Lemma 8.13 is proved in [12]. 
it.13. Ijf q~Ct(k) is not cons, ,nt and h,p is a branch m T, then A* ;s 
computable in q~. 
We then obtain 
Theorem 8.14, Let k>2.  Let T h: a recursive ;n'e such that {~Ct(k ) ;  h~ ts a 
branch in T} is nonempty b;a witlz no computable lements. Let za* be defined as 
aboee. Then ~ *r is recursive, not computable but uniformly computable in all q~ such 
dmt tt, is a branch m T. 
Corolhry &lS.  There is a recursive but noncomputable A ~ Ct(4) such that A ~s 
uniformly computable in all nonrecursive functions ~:. 
Proof. {f; f is recursive} is _v~ so by Lemma 1.9(a) *here is a recursive tree T such 
that 
f recurs ive~VF 3n -nT((f(n),/~(n))),  
]" not recursive=> ~1F<f  (uniformly) Vn T.,(f(n), h~(n)~) 
From T we may construct a tree T' such that if F is computable, then hF is not 
a branch in T' while if f is not recursive we can uniformly in f comp~lte an F such 
that h~ is a hraneh in T'. Then '-l*r, e Ct(4) will have the property. 
Corollary 8.16. There are no minimal Kleene-degrees of conunuous funcnonals. 
ih~tmf. Let ~eCt (k )  for some k. If there is a non-rec~sive f computable in tk, 
then 0< A < ~ where A is as in Corollary 8.16. Otherwise ~b is of r.e. degree and 
we can use Theorem 6.10. 
There is a higher type version of Corollary 8.16. 
Cln'ollm~ 8.17. Let k ~ 1. There is a recursive but non-computable flmcnonal 
E Ct(k + 3) such that ~ is umfimnly computable in all non-compu:able ¢ e Ct(k). 
The proof is as the proof of Corollary 8.16 and we leave it to, the reader. 
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